Aleksandar Imsiragic
ISAR Education Director and founder of the Johannes Kepler Astrological Institute in Belgrade, Serbia.
He has been an astrologer for more than 25 years, teaches meditation, has written eleven astrological books, and has organized annual International Astrological Conferences in Belgrade since 2001. His work is based on a synthesis of Western and Eastern traditions of knowledge, and his special interests are in the fields of fixed stars, karmic astrology, and astro-healing (www.keplerunited.org)

Lea Imsiragic
Dr. Lea Imsiragic is an M.Sc in magneto biology in the medical faculty. She is an ISAR CAP, and consulting skills trainer.
She combines knowledge from different fields with astrology. As an astrologer, Lea specializes in business astrology and Astro-medicine, and she is researching in the field of Astro-healing. She combines all her expertise (graduated in acupuncture, Energy Psychology, flower essences therapy) with Astrology in order to create the astrological system for diagnosis and healing “Energy Astrology”. Lea is a teacher at the Johannes Kepler Institute in Belgrade, and author of five astrology books.

Ursula’s and Kepler will organize the workshops:

A space for interaction and human development.
Superb Astrology Software.

Ursula’s presents:
Giants of the Sky
with Aleksandar and Lea Imsiragic
Dates:
June 10, 11 y 12 in México City
June 17, 18 y 19 in San Miguel Allende

2016

The Milky Way from San Miguel de Allende
by Augusto Hernández

Ursula's presents:
Giants of the Sky
with Aleksandar and Lea Imsiragic
Dates:
June 10, 11 y 12 in México City
June 17, 18 y 19 in San Miguel Allende
1st week program

**Strings between incarnations**

*with Aleksandar Imsiragic*

Everyone lives through three incarnations simultaneously at any moment. They are represented as three different lives that are most crucial for our development. Finding a way to unite them means liberation and represents the final goal of Hermetic Astrology. In this lecture we will define those three different incarnations we live all the time and also we’ll describe a way to unite those different lives in order to create one real Cosmic Life, that represents our True Being.

**June 10, 2016 (Friday night) = 7 PM to 9 PM (2 hours)**

**June 11, 2016 (Saturday) = 10 AM to 6 PM (Lunch served)**

**Energy Astrology**

*with Lea Imsiragic*

Energy Astrology describes the nature of the ten energy centers and their natal chart “signatures.” It also explains practical exercises for bringing them into balance, i.e., for correcting negative planetary scripts.

With awareness of this we can change our repeating behavior written in our Moon aspects and learn how to use them in more creative and purposeful way, even more – we can discover they are base for all outer success.

The Energy Astrology program was created and developed by Dr. Lea Imsiragic, M. Sci in magneto biology at the medical faculty.

**June 12, 2016 (Saturday) = 10 AM to 1 PM**

---

June 13-16: Open: This week is open, we can arrange a site seeing trip for the attendees who are staying to attend the following weekend

2nd week program

**Fixed Stars – Pillars of Destiny** *(Aleksandar Imsiragic)*

In this workshop we apply the story from the Constellation of the Fixed Star, so we understand the messages that are received. Once we understand the system of Fixed Star interpretation, we can use fixed stars as the source of our potentials.

**June 17, 2016 (Friday) = 7 PM to 9 PM**

**Giants of the Sky** *(Aleksandar Imsiragic)*

First magnitude stars are the largest stars, and because of their size, their influence is the most powerful. In addition to their specific nature, they also enhance the native’s vitality and strength, and for this reason they can elevate the natives beyond their average potential.

**June 18, 2016 (Saturday) = 10 AM to 1:30 PM**

**Fixed Stars in Love dynamics** *(Aleksandar Imsiragic)*

The magic of love is deep rooted in every person. However, the deepest need of each soul is seen through the picture of Fixed Stars. Through this lecture we will specifically enliven the love viewpoint of the heavenly constellation and its stars. Where is the love story with the happy ending?

**June 18, 2016 (Saturday) = 3 PM to 5 PM**

**Business and Vocational Astrology** *(Lea Imsiragic)*

Discover your special talents, abilities, strongest and weakest points in your natal chart. Learn to see the native’s strongest potential for the right career, and the happiest choices for each person and client. Learn three formulas for determining different profession, talents, and finances. This class will explore one’s potential for work in business and what particular products could be successful. It will be explain also how to choose the best vocational planet, how to use fixed stars and important degrees, and much more.

**June 19, 2016 (Sunday) = 3 PM to 5 PM**